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For our December meeting, we are going to explore the many routes to optimize our photo files.  This 

will not be a tutorial, but rather an exploration using  small sets of RAW files.  Members are encouraged 

to bring a modest set of images to download into Lightroom.   The images don't need to be perfect.  

Paul Schmitt will begin with a small set of his photos to quickly cull, and then perform simple 

optimizations.  Throughout the process, members are welcome to offer alternate ideas for editing, and 

questions are expected.  There will be no single "right way".   We will then pull up members images and 

continue to optimize selected images to best present the photographer's intent.   Expect to see tools like 

auto tone adjustment, cropping, histogram adjustment,  white balance,  de-noise of high ISO, 

adjustment brush and whatever else is of interest.  It doesn't matter at what skill level you are currently 

working;  we can all learn from hearing other ideas and from offering explanations.  This should be fun.   

And, don't worry if you don't have Lightroom, the lessons  will apply widely. 

On page 2, find November Meeting Notes generously provided by Brian Chabot covering Marie Read's 

presentation.  In addition to his notes, I've received inputs suggesting a shift in camera settings for birds 

and other fast action, that pushes ISO's to whatever is needed to keep shutter speed well above what 

was normal  5 years ago.  It's a paradigm shift. 

On page 3, you will find some comments from Mark Malkin on his switch to Sony.   His reasons 

complement what Marie Read said.  Following Mark's notes is another set of comments from  Paul 

Schmitt, again about the shift to higher ISO's. Sensors with higher dynamic range plus sophisticated 

noise reduction are allowing shutter speeds at 1/1600 second using ISO's like 3200 or more.   

Thursday, December 5 at 7:30 PM 

Cornell Plant Science Building 

Whetzel Seminar Room (Rm.404) 

November Meeting _..................... 2 

Meeting Notes by Mark Malkin ... .3  
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November Meeting Notes by Brian Chabot 

 
Cayuga Nature Photographers was pleased to host a presentation on bird photography by Marie Read. 

This was a great presentation that was systematic, organized with much detailed information about her 

subjects, equipment, and how she worked in the field. 

Marie has been involved with wildlife photography for more than 30 years. Is widely published and 

recently released a book: Mastering Bird Photography, in which she shares her approach to making 

striking photographs of birds. She began as a child simply observing birds and used these skills when she 

graduated to photography. 

Her objective as a photographer is to capture the “spirit of birds,” behaviors that make birds unique 

from other animals. These includes flight, feeding, courtship, defending the nest, caring for young. 

Marie’s images are notable for showing birds in action. Marie began photography in the age of film as a 

child in England. Much of her work until recently used Canon digital equipment. She has switched to 

Sony a9 body and the Sony 200-600 lens, which she brought with her to demonstrate. She made the 

change to reduce weight and use the superior real time autofocus of the a9. This allows her to set focus 

on a particular part of a bird, usually the eye, and the camera will maintain focus as the bird moves. She 

described the autofocus as “astounding” and noted that it allows her to capture images she couldn’t 

with her previous equipment. She emphasized that it is important to know how your camera operates, 

when to use auto focus vs. manual focus, what shutter speed and when to use burst mode (high speed, 

continuous image capture). Other equipment discussed were tripods, ball vs. gimbal head, and 

camouflage/blinds. 

A major part of her presentation included “field craft” in which she included knowledge of the subject 

(most important), strategy and planning, and the photographer’s physical ability. A bird photographer 

needs to know where and when to find particular bird species, whether the subjects are habituated to 

humans, needs to be patiently observant, avoid distractions and develop fast reflexes. Birds behave in 

predictable ways. They have favorite locations for perching, nesting, feeding, courtship, bathing, etc. 

Individuals have preferred foraging routes and flight paths. In many cases a behavior is preceded by a 

cue that precedes a particular behavior. The photographer needs to understand these cues and be alert 

to them because key behaviors are often very brief. Marie gave numerous examples to illustrate her 

points and explained in some detail how particular images were created. Most of the work shown was 

from throughout North America, but some images were from Iceland and her work in Africa. 

Marie tends to do little post-processing. She uses Adobe Camera RAW, not Lightroom. She likes Topaz AI 

to sharpen and reduce noise. She does the noise reduction when she knows how the image will be used. 

Her talk generated a lot of questions and discussion. 
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Meeting Notes by Mark Malkin 

For all who missed Marie Read’s presentation you missed not only a great photographer but an 
excellent presenter.  Her book is likewise excellent.   Like myself Marie is transitioning to the Sony A- 
series mirrorless cameras  and is one of the few bird photographers I know who has done so – but there 
will be more making the transition ….. 

 The mirrorless camera is by nature technically capable of faster and more accurate autofocus; and ( for 
full frame sensor cameras)  is smaller, lighter, and simpler mechanically than the DSLR.  Sony is currently 
a leader offering mirrorless full frame camera systems.   The latest A7 and A9 cameras have become the 
leaders in adopting the latest AF technology with the A9 considered by many to have the fastest and 
most accurate autofocus under difficult conditions – particularly when AF tracking is needed.  In addition 
to focus sensors that cover the entire viewing screen area, the A9 also has an optional completely silent 
shutter mode which delivers up to 20 frames per second and the latest A7 and A9 firmware also has 
very capable eye focus and face detection – that can be set to recognize either animal eyes or human 
eyes.  The A7RIII and A7RIV are higher resolution slightly slower cameras but also offer excellent AF and 
somewhat better dynamic range  than the A9.   

 I am currently using Sony A7R and A9 cameras and am happy to advise folks further regarding these 
cameras.  Sony also offers some truly excellent optics that can deliver both the image quality and keep 
up with the speed of their very fast cameras.  It is all expensive hardware but with the recent A9 - II 
announcement this is an excellent time to purchase a used A9 – and both are 24mp cameras .  (The A9 is 
$4500 new but about $2500 on the used marketplace if you shop carefully) .  The 24mp A7III, 42mp 
A7RIII, and 61mp A7RIV are also current – and class leading cameras.  Sony does not offer DSLR cameras.  

Marie is also using Sony’s new 200-600 zoom for birds which, although a slower f5.8-6.3 optic, is being 
recognized as an excellent lens optically small and lightweight, and moderately priced ($1999) for a long 
telephoto. Close focusing reaches about 0.66x – and focus is completely internal.   I am using the Sony 
100-400 – and find it to be of superb quality – including for macro work as it reaches about 0.35X at 
400mm   Sony also offers the fastest focusing and supposedly sharpest 400/2.8 telephoto but at over 
$12,000 this is not for everyone.  The 200-600 is very affordable for those considering a large tele lens 
purchase. 

 There is no question  these modern camera systems  can deliver superb images at high ISO settings 
allowing one to use smaller and less costly optics than in the past.  I expect that Nikon and Canon 
offerings will continue to follow this trend; for now I feel that Sony is leading the way with their 
mirrorless technology. 

Addendum: 
 
Robert Horn added the following points from Marie Read's presentation: 
 
My two take-aways are that she now prefers lighter, slower telephoto lens, using Topaz software to 
correct the noise from the resultant high ISO's, and that she is excited about her Sony A9 camera 
because of the superior tracking ability of birds in flight.   Version A9 II has not been released.  
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In early November, I was at the Great Smoky Mountain Photography Summit.  After morning outings in 

the park , programs began by an array of expert photographers .  Two highlights from Roman Kurywczak 

related closely to what Marie Read said about high ISO and denoise software.   His talk, A Paradigm 

Shift in Bird Photography, noted that sensor technology has advanced to reduce sensor noise at high 

ISO's.  Paired with improved ISO noise reduction software such as Topaz AI Denoise, it is easy to use a 

shutter speed of 1/1600 second with very high ISO such as 1600 or more.   It is better to have a sharp 

image with denoise correction than a blurred result with no noise to fix. The second example from 

Roman dealt with star photography.  He offered a 3:00 am outing to photograph the stars.  Again he 

encouraged using high ISO as needed.   The result is better with light painting on the foreground.   The 

national parks have banned light painting because conflicts arose among photographers.  Roman 

developed an interesting solution.  He takes two images with a rigid tripod.  One is of the foreground 

shot at perhaps f1.4,  ISO 6400 and a sufficiently  long exposure, maybe 2 minutes.  There will be noise 

to manage.   A second is shot of the stars at a typical f/1.4, 20 second exposure.   This gives pinpoint 

stars on a 20 mm lens.  They are separately edited for optimum color and tone.  Then the two are 

brought in to Photoshop as two layers and the sky is masked in the foreground layer.   It works and looks 

more natural in my opinion. Plus, there are no conflicts with the park ranger, or the other photographer 

that objects to light painting.  

 

Please Note 
  

Membership is $20 for new and 
existing members. For existing 
members,, it is due in September. 
You may pay at our next meeting, 
or, if preferred, you can mail it to 
Nancy Ridenour at 346 Warren 
Road, Ithaca, NY 14850. Thank 
you. 
 

 
 
Membership is $20, due each 
currently. You may pay at our next 
meeting, or, if preferred, you mail 
it to Nancy Ridenour at 346 
Warren Road, Ithaca, NY 14850.  
 

  
Thank you! 
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